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• Helps to make reading a lifelong habit (not just something 
we do for school assignments).

• Helps improve your reading skills.

• You can read at your own pace.

• Is a way you can exercise your brain over the summer. 

• Can be a way to increase knowledge and exposure to 
different perspectives of the world. 

• Helps build self discipline and responsibility. 

• Any book can be fun to read and interesting to read with an 
open mind! 

Benefits of Summer Reading
Not sure if summer reading is for you? 

Here’s why you should give it a try…



Directions: 
1. From the books listed, select one (that you have not read 

already) to read over the summer. 

2. After reading your book, complete ALL assignments/tasks 
included in this packet in which you will generate vocabulary 
cards AND written responses. Each student will make 10 
notecards and answer 4 written response questions. 

3. ALL WORK (NOTECARDS & WRITTEN RESPONSES) MUST BE 
HANDWRITTEN. NO TYPED WORK WILL BE ACCEPTED. ANY 
QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO THE MIDDLE 
SCHOOL ENGLISH TEACHERS BEFORE SCHOOL RESUMES.  

Summer Reading 2021

Fiction
● Hello, Universe by Erin Entrada Kelly 
● Can You See Me? by Libby Scott 
● Life of Pi by Yann Martel 
● The Thing About Jellyfish by Ali Benjamin 

Narrative Poetry
● Inside Out & Back Again by Thanhha Lai
● Crossover by Kwame Alexander
● Forget Me Not by Ellie Terry
● Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds 

Nonfiction
● Chew on This by Eric Schlosser & Carles Wilson 
● Obsessed by Allison Britz
● Be a Changemaker by Laurie Ann Thompson  



. Task #1 - Notecards
Using your selected novel, make 10 physical notecards 
that each feature an different unfamiliar or difficult word from 
the story. Use the model below to help guide you as you begin. 

You may use 3x5 index cards or pieces of paper.  

Front of the Card

WORD

Image / personal 
connection to the word

(Part of Speech) dictionary definition 

Your own definition of the word (paraphrase) 

Sentence that uses the word from the book - 
(page # in parentheses)

Back of the Card

These cards will be collected on the first day of school. 



. Task #2- Narrative Writing 
Answer the following prompt to the best of your ability. Use the checklist along the bottom 

of this paper to assist you in your writing. This response MUST BE HANDWRITTEN.  

Prompt: Choose any character, other than the main character(s), and re-write an 
important scene from their point of view. Use the checklist below to help you. If 
needed, continue this response on the back of this paper. 

A quality piece of NARRATIVE WRITING will include:          ⃞   Clear characters and organized events          ⃞  Dialogue, pacing 
(how fast/slow your re-telling is) and description to develop the story         ⃞   Transitions words / phrases to move between 
ideas and parts of the scene          ⃞   Precise words / descriptive language to explain topic          ⃞   A formal (not casual) style of 
writing          ⃞   A concluding statement or section that follows your explanations 



. Task #3- Informative / Explanatory Writing 
Answer the following prompt to the best of your ability. Use the checklist along the bottom 

of this paper to assist you in your writing. This response MUST BE HANDWRITTEN.  

Prompt: Explain how the main character(s) has/have changed over the entire 
story. How do you know? Use the checklist below to help you. If needed, 
continue this response on the back of this paper.  

A quality piece of INFORMATIVE WRITING will include:          ⃞   A clear introduction which defines / describes 
information needed to understand the story          ⃞   Concrete facts, definitions, details, examples and specific 
quotations from the text          ⃞   Transition words / phrases between ideas          ⃞   Precise words / sensory 
(descriptive language) to bring your reader into the story          ⃞   A conclusion that follow the events described 



. Task #4- Argumentative Writing 
Answer the following prompt to the best of your ability. Use the checklist along the bottom 

of this paper to assist you in your writing. This response MUST BE HANDWRITTEN.  

Prompt: What is the most important scene (part or moment) of this novel? How 
do you know? Use the checklist below to help you. If needed, continue this 
response on the back of this paper.  

A quality piece of ARGUMENTATIVE WRITING will include:       ⃞   A clear claim (opinion stated as fact)        
⃞   Clear supports / reasons for the claim          ⃞   Evidence from the text to support claims / reasoning          
⃞   Words or phrases to clarify relationship between claims and reasons (make supporting ideas different than main idea)
  ⃞   A formal (not casual) style of writing          ⃞   A concluding statement or section that follows the argument 



. Task #5- Informational Article  
Answer the following prompt to the best of your ability. Use the checklist along the bottom 

of this paper to assist you in your writing. This response MUST BE HANDWRITTEN.  

Prompt: Locate an informational / nonfiction article that addresses one of the 
main issues or themes of your novel. This article should be from a reputable 
(reliable) source and should assist any reader in understanding the issue or 
theme you have chosen. After reading this article, answer the following 
questions in complete sentences. Make sure to print / attach the article to your 
submission. 

What is the main idea of the article? Which evidence / quotation shows this idea 
best?  

What are 3 supporting ideas in the article that help to explain / illustrate the 
main idea? Make sure to include specific quotations from the article. 

1.

  
2.  

3.  

Describe in detail how the article you have chosen can help teach someone who 
has not read your novel about the issue / theme you have chosen. 

 


